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About This Game

Stop! You haven't captured the train yet? Didn't build a base and haven't mastered the planet? I won't jump from a springboard
to take the flag! I'll be waiting for you!

Different types of vehicles:
- Buggy

- Tanks (NEW!)
- Hover (in development)

- Terrain Vehicles (in development)
- Spaceship (in development)

- Mega-robots (in development)

Different modes:
- Building base

- Capture a train
- Capture the flag

- Deathmatch
- Hover-racing with shooting (in development)

- Capture the points (in development)
- Capture the fort (in development)

- Mega-robot vs All (in development)
- Clan wars (in development)
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- Tournaments (under development)
- Co-op mode (in development)

Modular editor vehicle:
- Primary weapon (blaster / gun, etc.)

- Secondary Weapon (shocker, energy shield, etc)
- Armor Plates

- Protection of the wheels
- Spoilers
- Colors
- Trails

- Wheels (in development)
- Camouflage (in development)

- Flags (in development)
- Toot (in development)

- Engine sound (in development)

Building base:
- The main building, which generates income

- Other 10 buildings (in development)
- Ability to build springboards (in development)

- Teleports (in development)
- Clan Base (in development)

Communication:
- Chat

- Invitation to battle(NEW!)
- Clans (in development)

- Friends (in development)
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Title: Impulse of War
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Dmitry Medvedev
Publisher:
Dmitry Medvedev
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 - 32/64 bits

Processor: Intel Dual Core or equivalent AMD family

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c Compatible GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: MacOS, Linux - coming soon

English,Russian
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The previous two games in the Enigmatis series were top-notch, and the finale does not disappoint. I have nothing bad to say
about it. Artifex Mundi even deviated a little from their practice of making rather easy HOGs -- completing the story is still
fairly easy, here, but some of the Achievements require spotting collectibles that are considerably more challenging.

For lovers of HO games, I consider this entire series a must-play.. Pretty average game. The physics of the cars is terrible, The
first screen where you choose controlleror keyboard has the select buttons off, ie; selecting 'ok' will actually exit the game, the
exit button does nothing and to get through to the gameI have to press slightly left of 'ok' to actually make the right selection. If
its on sale sure, otherwise I wouldnt bother.. amazing for what it is. if only pulished more. Nicely atmospheric short-form story-
telling game. Beautiful artwork and music. A uniquely ambient, unrushed experience among video games.. A simple yet
rewarding game.. A huge letdown from the first two games! The feeling that you can freely explore is completely gone. The
whole thing is so linear that I didn't get very far. Also my clue board and solving the case is gone. I don't think I'll finish. I'd
much rather replay the first two games.

Do not recommend.. I'm thankful that each area of the game is very short so you don't get sent back very far when you die, and
you will die plenty of times either by blind jumps that end with landing in a pit of spikes you had no way of knowing was there
or by getting shot by gun turrets that have seemingly no pattern. Figuring out how to possess the soldiers without getting shot
was tricky because they run at the exact same speed as you, so sneaking up from behind isn't usually an option, much better to
drop from above when possible.

My personal favorite gripe about this game is the button layout. You aim your gun with the right joystick, and also need to shoot
the gun with a button on the right side of the controller... and you don't get the option to remap the controller buttons... How did
they not see the issue with this? Thankfully after playing through the first 25 levels this hasn't been a big deal, there isn't much
running and gunning going on.

After having said all that I am actually enjoying this game so far. It's a little frustrating at times but definitely a solid 7/10,
would recommend it for anybody who likes 16-bit 2D side scrolling platormers like myself. I haven't finished it yet but it does
seem that I'm 1/3rd of the way through the game. I'm sure the later levels will be much harder and will take me a lot longer to
get through but I would be surprised if I don't beat the game in three hours.. It's a brilliant mod of Portal, well worth your time.
While it can be completed within a matter of hours, it gets your brain thinking. Ergo, it's difficult but this is why I like it.. A fun
little space mystery rpg. I loved the characters.
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Honestly, I have put more time into this game if you count the Android version than any other game I have ever played.
Honestly... looking at it's score on Metacritic... I just don't believe it... put some time into this game, get good at a couple of
courses... this game is a solid 10 out of 10 for me... I would rate it an 11 but you wouldn't beleive me. Honestly... I own over 500
games in my steam library, this is my first review just because I feel so bloody strongly about this point... BEST GAME EVER..
and for 7 bucks or whatever.... ??? JUST BUY IT!. broken multiplayer. you can connect to lobbies but the other person doesn't
see that you joined and you can't select anything. dev blames that you aren't on the latest version, even though the only version is
0.0.1. got this game from a friend to play it with him. do not buy until the game is fixed. 8/10 aesthetic, 10/10 sound design,
12/10 charm.

The game is beautiful, and the world is super charming with a stellar framing device of a grandfather telling his grandkids a
story. The combat is servicable, and can actually be a lot of fun where you have to manage stamina and items and sword swings.
They get a whole lot of mileage out of relatively simple combat mechanics, and it can be really engaging when you're in a room
filled with dudes with shields you can't hit from the front, and have to manage a game of stay-away-from-the-baddie while you
take pot shots with the bow when you get an opportunity for a side or back shot, or position yourself for return hits with the
boomerang. It's really great stuff, and some of the boss fights are really great. The sound and music design is aces.

And in the beginning, the puzzles weren't too bad, nothing Zelda games haven't done in the past. Sliding block puzzles, find the
bit of wall to blow up. Maybe recycled a few too many times, but no biggie.

Well, the puzzles get real stupid real quick. There are three or four puzzles that get reused a thousand times, and the Simon says
puzzles get to be far too long. No, Castle Pixel, I'm not willing to endure having to take out my phone to record a pattern on my
TV, then play it back so I can get all 14 notes of this "puzzle" after I've done the same thing for the 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5,
and 4 notes that came immediately before it in the same room. And if you get one note in those notes wrong, it resets from the
beginning, so there's a whole new 100-odd notes to deal with. There's a reason puzzles and bosses in most games follow the rule
of 3. Tedious, overlong repetition puzzles aren't engaging. I actually got really into the last dungeon's really quite creative
puzzles, and it was right back to the singing stones and I just rolled my eyes and uninstalled the game. Whatever comes after
those singing stones, it's just not worth dealing with the singing stones.

Also, there's no colorblind mode in spite of a lot of pastel colors used in color-based puzzles, which is a pretty terrible user
experience design decision. I had to have my wife do some of the Hamiltonian path puzzles not because they were difficult
(nothing in the game could be fairly described as "difficult", though I don't think that's a bad thing), but because the path tiles
were the same color to me before and after stepping on them, and the same color as the border tiles. Also, there are three potion
types you can get but they all look identical, and there are no tooltips in your inventory to tell you which potion is what, so the
potions are basically unusable if you can't differentiate the colors.

If I have to boil it down to a simplistic "Yay!" or "Boo!", it's hard to recommend a game with such glaring mistakes that I
uninstalled instead of finishing when I was already in f the home stretch. It's most of a really good game, almost great at its core,
hamstrung by only a handful of quite poor decisions. But this game has so much goodstuff going on that I can't stand the thought
of implying that it's bad.

If you're a developer, or interested in game design, or really in need of a classic Zelda-esque feel, I definitely think you should
check it out, and you probably won't regret spending fifteen bucks on it. I know I don't.. Didn't expect a lot at first but this is a
great game! It keeps on giving. After 3 playtroughs I thought I've seen it all but NOPE suddenly more content.

I love it. KALINKA KALINKA KALINKA KALINKA
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